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Specification Management





What is Specification Management


The foundation of supply chain digitization.
The State of Specification Management Report


When everyone has access to specifications, amazing things happen.
Why You Need Specright


When everyone has access to specifications, amazing things happen.
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"…We went down the path with PLM SAP several times and the product in and of itself is overly complex…When we came across Specright, it's the ease of use of the tool. If you look at the platform, you look for an item and traverse through the lineage of the ingredients and the packaging and the labels, it's so easy to use that then we got more adoption and more support to do the project."
Tony Costa

Former CIO, Bumble Bee Foods







What is Specification ManagementWhy You Need SpecrightCase Studies

Product





 Our Specification Data Management Platform


The first patented, purpose-built platform for specification management.

Specright Network


Power your supplier collaboration and end-to-end traceability with the new Specright Network

Features
Powerful capabilities to operationalize your spec data and enable data-driven decisions.
Integrations
Enrich your existing business systems with spec data.
Architecture
Flexible and scalable, our data architecture is centered around and optimized for specs.
Security
Built on the most secure enterprise cloud platform in the world.
How It Works
Achieve unparalleled collaboration across your supply chain network with our spec-first approach.

Our Platform
[image: ]Packaging Management 
Report & Improve Sustainability
Standardize Design Processes
Rationalize SKUs



[image: ]Product Data Management
Manage raw materials, ingredients, formulas, recipes, BOMs and finished goods
Universal Search for specs and related documents
Eliminate duplicate specs



[image: ]Product Lifecycle Management & New Product Development
Streamline Product Management
Quickly Build out BOMs
Forecast Cost
Formulas



[image: ]SDM for Sustainability
Dashboards & Reporting Software
Enforce Sustainability Requirements
Benchmark & Track Across Suppliers
Comply with EPR & the UK Plastics Tax



[image: ]Supplier Management
Drive Traceability & Accountability
Track Supplier Performance
Supplier Community



[image: ]Quality Management
Drive Visibility & Traceability
Prevent Quality Issues
Document Management & Actions



[image: ]Document Management
Document Storage
Add Meta Data
Manage Expirations, Rules and Workflows
Connect to Suppliers, Ingredients, Products, BOMs









Customers






Placeholder
Hear from Customers


Case Studies


Help & Support


Implementation Services



INDUSTRIES
Food & Beverage


Food & Beverage

Beauty


Beauty

Consumer Goods


Consumer Goods

Packaging


Packaging

Industrials


Industrials

Life Sciences


Life Sciences

Quick Service Restaurants


Quick Service Restaurants




Featured Case Studies
[image: ]Jack in the Box case study
Read More



[image: ]COOLA Case Study
Read More








Resources





LEARN
Spec Academy


The Spec First Approach


Strategic Partnerships


Academia



SUPPORT & SERVICE
Customer Support


Implementation Services


Digitize Your Specs


Product Releases



DISCOVER
Specsights


Blog


Podcast


eBooks


Events


Webinars


Case Studies




Featured Blog Articles
[image: ]Specification Management Summit 2024: Data, Sustainability, Change Management, and Everything In Between 
Read More



[image: ]2023’s Trending Topics at Specright 
Read More








Get StartedLogin











LoginGet a Demo


Ditch legacy systems & spreadsheets with an easy-to-use, innovative Specification Management platform
Reduce cost while hitting sustainability targets by centralizing your spec data in an easy to use and searchable platform. Keep everyone on the same page with up-to-date data.
GET A DEMO
  
    
    
  
  
    
      
    
  

watch how it works
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Trusted by Fortune 500 & challenger brands
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Craft profitable and sustainable products with the spec-first approach
Unlike existing systems, Specright starts with spec-level data, enabling you and your supply chain teams to:
	Easily search at the component level
	Create reports
	Collaborate with suppliers
	Develop new products faster
	Easily rationalize packaging SKUs
	Go to bid faster
	Automate quality checks

GET A DEMO
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[image: ]"We have 700,000 active SKUS that consumed over a dozen, if not more, points of use... no matter where you are in the world we are thoroughly enjoying having the ability to pull that data. Language barriers, just gone."
Jeffrey Hunsaker
Regional Quality and Packaging Manager, Caterpillar




[image: ]"…We went down the path with PLM SAP several times and the product in and of itself is overly complex…When we came across Specright, it's the ease of use of the tool. If you look at the platform, you look for an item and traverse through the lineage of the ingredients and the packaging and the labels, it's so easy to use that then we got more adoption and more support to do the project."
Tony Costa
Former CIO, Bumble Bee Foods




[image: ]“It is a priority for our organization to still have a small atmosphere and to ensure the team is doing value-added tasks. This requires everyone to be trained properly and aligned on how we are using the system. Data entry and data locating isn't something anyone wants to do but when we do it, we need to do it right."
Alisia Heath
VP, R&D and Quality, Whisps




[image: ]“We have the capability to manage everything in Specright and know that we’re working with the latest information. Specs are the base – and if it’s in the system, it’s right.”
Paul Gray
Director of Continuous Improvement, Central Garden & Pet 














All the data you need to make and develop products in one easy-to-use platform
Specright gives brands and suppliers the control over spec data to drive quality, customer delight, and profitability, in one, easy-to-use Specification Management solution.

Our Platform

[image: ]Packaging Management Software Solutions
Report and improve sustainability, standardize design processes, and rationalize SKUs
Learn More
[image: ]Product Data Management
Manage raw materials, ingredients, formulas, recipes, BOMs, and finished goods, search specs and related documents, and identify similar specs quickly.
Learn More
[image: ]Product Lifecycle Management & New Product Development
Streamline product management, quickly build out BOMs, and forecast cost formulas.
Learn More
[image: ]SDM for Sustainability
Dashboards and reporting software enforce sustainability requirements, benchmark and track across suppliers, and comply with EPR and the UK plastics tax.
Learn More
[image: ]Supplier Management
Report and improve sustainability, standardize design processeDrive traceability and accountability, track supplier performance, and supplier community.s, and rationalize SKUs
Learn More
[image: ]Quality Management
ReporDrive visibility and traceability, prevent quality issues, and document management and actions.t and improve sustainability, standardize design processes, and rationalize SKUs
Learn More
[image: ]Document Management
Document storage, add meta data, manage expirations, rules, and workflows, connect to suppliers, ingredients, products, and BOMs.
Learn More

GET A DEMO

How we got the specs right for customers like you

Food & Beverage
Beauty
Consumer Goods
Packaging
Industrials
Chemicals
Life Sciences
Quick Service Restaurants

[image: ]Food & Beverage
The emergence of online grocery, consumer desire for better ingredients, and increased labeling requirements has put pressure on the food & beverage industry to deliver. With Specright, we take care of managing specification data and automating processes so you can spend less time on process and more time on your products.
Learn More
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“We're not just creating sustainable products, but carbon negative products...and we need specs to do that.”
Kris Corbin
Co-Founder, Head of Supply Chain
Bright Future Foods, a Subsidiary of Post Holdings
View the case study













[image: ]Food & Beverage
The emergence of online grocery, consumer desire for better ingredients, and increased labeling requirements has put pressure on the food & beverage industry to deliver. With Specright, we take care of managing specification data and automating processes so you can spend less time on process and more time on your products.
Learn MoreFood & Beverage
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“I no longer have to search for information and validate the source - I grab the information I need from Specright and move on with my project.”
Laura Berlanga
Product Innovation & Research Manager, Ocean Mist Farms
View The Case StudyLearn More




[image: ]Beauty
MoCRA and packaging regulations are forcing beauty companies to take control and digitize their data. Learn how leading beauty brands are using Specright to develop new, compliant products and report on sustainability.
Learn MoreBeauty
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"As we add more specs and run them against sales, we can see what truly adds value. In typical sales by catalog or contract manufacturing, it’s hard to move past someone saying, “I feel.” With Specright, we can see if the data supports a change or not. Being able to review specs with sales data is changing the way we do business.”
Molly Fiedler
Chief Innovation Officer, Kira Labs
View The Case StudyLearn More




[image: ]Consumer Goods
Leading CPG companies are taking control of spec data – from raw materials to packaging and finished goods – to accelerate product development, track packaging sustainability, and consolidate SKUs at the component level to drive efficiencies and savings. Learn how packaging companies are using Specright to design packaging faster, digitize ISTA testing, and collaborate with customers to report on sustainability.
Learn MoreConsumer Goods
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“To pull a spec together before, you’d have to go to procurement, quality, operations, maybe engineering, which might take a couple of days - but now anything we need to do takes about 15 seconds. And we know that it’s right, because if it’s in the system - it’s right.”
Paul Gray
Director of Quality, Central Garden & Pet 
View The Case StudyLearn More




[image: ]Packaging
Sustainability regulations and inflation have put pressure on packaging suppliers. With Specright, you can take control of your data to accelerate new packaging design, streamline sustainability reporting, and better work with your customers through the development process.
Learn MorePackaging
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“Having data and history in Specright alerts us to deviations and helps us drive sustainability, reduce costs, and keep our supply chain humming.” 
Cody Leonard
Packaging Engineer Manager, Denso
View The Case StudyLearn More




[image: ]Industrials
Supply chain disruption, rising costs , and labor shortages are forcing industrial companies to rethink their supply chain. With Specright, you can take control of your data to find packaging cost savings opportunities and establish a digital plan for every part.
Learn MoreIndustrials
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“With our old system, we were just sending spreadsheets back and forth, which left plenty of room for error. Now, everything’s entered and tracked in Specright, so it’ll pop up on the dashboards - it’s just right there ready to go and doesn't have to be sought out or searched through.”
Nathan Shinault
Packaging Engineer, Denso
View The Case StudyLearn More




[image: ]Life Sciences
Change is occurring so rapidly with new regulations, laws, and customer demands that life science companies can no longer manage key documents and specifications in disparate systems. Improve the quality of your products, reduce development time, and increase cost savings by digitizing spec data into one system. 
Learn MoreLife Sciences
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“Specright has exceeded our expectations on value to the process and the business. Our pilot deployment improved cycle time by >60%.”
Rod Patch
Director of Packaging, Johnson & Johnson
View The Case StudyLearn More




[image: ]Quick Service Restaurants
Quick service restaurants need to collaborate with their suppliers to ensure food quality and safety. With Specright, learn how QSR leaders are using a spec-first approach to automate supplier quality checks, take control of formulas and recipes across geographies, and report on packaging sustainability.
Learn MoreQuick Service Restaurants
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"In retrospect, Specright was a no-brainer. The transition was simple, cost savings have been dramatic, and we've experienced a collective enhancement across our supply chain.”
Jason Higbee
Director of Materials Management, Grimmway Farms
View The Case StudyLearn More







Easily integrate with your existing systems
Specright’s open API enables you to share data across your enterprise systems and custom apps effortlessly.
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It's time to take control
With digitized, shareable specs, you can ensure your teams and suppliers are on the same page – at all times.
GET A DEMOWhy you need Specright
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The Definitive Book on Supply Chain Digitization
Matthew Wright spent 20+ years as a packaging andmanufacturing executive and lived through the rise of SKU-zilla and the push for sustainability. He also witnessed product waste, recalls, and delays due to the lack of spec data management.

So he set out to find a better way, so teams could spend less time chasing data and more time making amazing, sustainable things.
GET THE EBOOK




An award-winning solution, trusted by industry leaders
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Discover the impact of Specification Management
Access Specsights, our free resource library, and learn how to focus your data strategy, innovate, and drive your bottom line growth from industry experts.
EXPLORE SPECSIGHTS

Blog
[image: ]Legacy Systems Blog
Read More


Blog
[image: ]Gartner: Cost Savings, Sustainability, and Specification Data Management
Read More




Podcast
[image: ]From Baby Formula to Ketchup: Thomas Osip Reckitt Nutrition Podcast
Listen Now


Podcast
[image: ]Why EPR is Good for the Packaging Industry Gary Cohen Podcast
Listen Now


Podcast
[image: ]The Birth of e-Commerce and Packaging Podcast
Listen Now




Case Study
[image: ]Dermalogica Case Study
Download


Case Study
[image: ]Medical Device Case Study
Download


Case Study
[image: ]Georgia Pacific Case Study
Download







If you get the spec right, the rest follows
With digitized, shareable specs, you can ensure your teams andsuppliers are on the same page – at all times.
GET A DEMO
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Get a Demo
With 2.5 million+ products on Specright's Specification Data Management (SDM) platform, we're helping some of the world's largest companies and challenger brands optimize costs, accelerate innovation, and reduce waste. 

See how you can join the Specification Management movement.













1785 Flight Way
Tustin CA 92782

+1(866) 290-6952

















Popular Solutions





PlatformProduct DevelopmentPackagingQuality Management
SustainabilitySupplier Collaboration
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What is a Specification?What is Specification Management?What is Specification Data Management?What is Product Specification Management?How to Drive Sustainability with Specright
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Digitize My SpecsContact Us
24/5 SupportGet Help
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Get a Demo
With 2.5 million+ products on Specright's Specification Data Management (SDM) platform, we're helping some of the world's largest companies and challenger brands optimize costs, accelerate innovation, and reduce waste. 

See how you can join the Specification Management movement.

















































